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Chapter  9
------- -----------

The  Keeper  of  the  Gate

John Gee

The term mystic is currently applied to one who "seeks 
by contemplation and self-surrender to obtain union with 
or absorption into the Deity" and thereby obtains a "spiri-
tual apprehension of truths that are inaccessible to the un-
derstanding."1 Originally, however, it referred to "one ini-
tiated" into the mysteries.2 Several major changes have 
occurred in the history of this word and its usage, not the 
least of which is the adoption of Neoplatonic philosophy in 
most mystical traditions.3 The nature of some of these 
changes can perhaps best be seen in the examination of the 
possible origins of one phenomenon in one branch of mys-
ticism, the Jewish Merkavah mystic.

Most of what we know about the Merkavah mystics de-
rives from the hekhalot literature. The hekhalot literature4 is 
a category of Jewish literature "that deals with the hekhalot, 
the heavenly 'palaces' or 'halls' through which the mystic 
passes to reach the divine throne. It is no coincidence that 
the term hekhal is taken from the architecture of the temple, 
where it is used precisely for the entrance hall to the holiest
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of holies."5 The goal of the Merkavah mystic is to "de-
scend"6 to the chariot (merkavah), which is then used to as-
cend to the throne of God.7

One of the earlier rabbinic commentaries on the Mish- 
nah,8 the Tosefta, contains a story, referred to as the Pardes 
episode, that has important implications for the hekhalot 
literature. (Pardes is the Greek word paradeisos loaned into 
Aramaic; the word, also loaned into English as "paradise," 
is ultimately of Persian origin: paradayadam, meaning "pleas-
ant retreat.")9 In the Pardes episode, Rabbi Ishmael warns the 
Merkavah mystic to guard his tongue in the sixth heaven,10 
since "the guards of the sixth hekhal would ruin those who 
descend the merkhavah without authority."11

The Pardes episode runs as follows:
Four entered into Paradise, Ben Azzai, Ben Zoma, Aher 
and Rabbi Aqiva. One looked and died; one looked and 
was injured; one looked and cut down young shoots; one 
ascended in peace and descended in peace. Ben Azzai 
looked and died; about him scripture says: Precious in the 
sight of the Lord is the death of his saints [Psalm 116:15]. 
Ben Zoma looked and was injured; about him scripture 
says: Hast thou found honey? eat so much as is sufficient 
for thee, etc. ["lest thou be filled therewith, and vomit it," 
Proverbs 25:16].12 Elishua [Aher] looked and cut down 
young shoots; about him scripture says: Suffer not thy 
mouth to cause thy flesh to sin; etc. ["neither say thou be-
fore the angel, that it was an error: wherefore should God 
be angry at thy voice, and destroy the work of thine 
hands?" Ecclesiastes 5:6]. Rabbi Aqiva ascended in peace 
and descended in peace; about him scripture says: Draw 
me, we will run, etc. ["after thee: the king hath brought 
me into his chambers," Song of Solomon 1:4].13

The Pardes episode suggests that Ben Azzai was a saint 
and therefore died; Ben Zoma saw more than was sufficient 



for him and so was injured; Aher spoke about things that 
he should not and damaged others thereby; and Aqiva was 
drawn into the chambers of the king. In telling this story, 
the Babylonian Talmud adds the following after the first 
sentence: "Rabbi Aqiva said to them: When you arrive at 
the stone of pure alabaster, say not, Water, water!"14 The 
Sitz im Leben of the hekhalot literature itself is wanting,15 
and this forms a major impediment to understanding the 
literature. The earliest manuscripts of the hekhalot litera-
ture, however, come from Egypt,16 and there are at least 
superficial parallels between Egyptian texts and hekhalot 
literature. Each is "an outstanding example of an extremely 
fluid corpus of texts which has reached, very late and in a 
variety of ways, a stage of redaction which permits us to 
recognize defined works" although "the boundaries be-
tween the different texts ... seem very unstable."17 At least 
one of the major themes in hekhalot literature—getting 
past the gatekeeper—has a long history in Egypt, and an 
investigation of the context of those statements might open 
the door to new avenues of research.

The Pyramid Texts

The earliest large literary corpus, the Pyramid Texts,18 
was first carved into the walls of the pyramid of the Fifth 
Dynasty King Unas (2356-2323 b .c .)19—though both royalty 
and commoners may have used certain of the texts at an 
earlier date.20 These Pyramid Texts give a conception of the 
universe where the heavens spread out like a vault not only 
above but below the earth.21 "On each side [of the expanse 
of heaven] is a doorway that keeps out commoners and for-
eigners but through which the gods and the king can gain 
access to the sky."22 Since the eternal abode of the dead was 
in the northern sky, "the path along which the deceased



Figure 8. Babi, the gatekeeper, appears on either side of the door leading 
out of the pyramid complex of Unas.



must travel in order to reach this place is almost entirely re-
stricted to the idea of ascending the heavens and to the 
manifold ways of mastering both the ascent and the cross-
ing of the sky."23 The universe described in the Pyramid 
Texts is also reflected in the architecture of the pyramid: the 
sarcophagus chamber is called the d(w)jt, the underworld, 
while the antechamber is known as the jht, the dawn sky.24 
As the bj (spirit) of the deceased king follows the texts lead-
ing out of the pyramid, "the final lines in the antechamber 
speak of opening 'the door of the jht for the emergence of 
the day-bark.'"25 In the corridor that leads out of the ante-
chamber, the first text encountered deals with the door-
keeper, Babi (Bjbjj)—whose name seems to be a substan-
tivized nisbe adjective26 from the Semitic word bab, "door" 
or "gate,"27 thus meaning "he of the gate." In the text, the 
king is instructed: "Pull back the doorbolt of Babi. Open 
the doors of heaven."28 After passing through the gate, 
"King Unas is Babi, master of the mysteries."29 With one 
exception,30 Babi appears in the pyramids only at entry-
ways.31 Our purpose is not to look at all the doorway pas-
sages in the Pyramid Texts, but merely to show that the 
idea of having to pass the gatekeeper on the way to the sky 
extends back as far as we have any records of ascension to 
heaven.

The Coffin Texts

By the end of the Old Kingdom,32 the Pyramid Texts also 
appear on coffins of those who could afford them.33 Just as 
no two pyramids contain the same collection of texts, the 
texts on the coffins also vary; they are sometimes adopted in 
a straightforward manner, and sometimes adapted and 
changed, thus producing the collection of texts we know as 
the Coffin Texts.34



The main purpose of this new genre of funerary litera-
ture is to "equip" the dead with the necessary knowl-
edge ... describing ... the 2 ways, the 7 gates, the 21 por-
tals, . . . the door-keepers and heralds. . . . The deceased 
must not only know the names of all these entities and 
every detail concerning their nature, he must also have 
full command of the words needed to face each and 
everyone of them.35

We would be mistaken, however, to think that the Coffin 
Texts are simply funerary texts.36 Walter Federn showed 
that many of the Coffin Texts do not deal with anything fu-
nerary; rather, "many, if not all, of the Coffin Texts were 
primarily used in this life" and seem "to reflect a ceremony 
of admitting, after due initiation, a person into a 'secret so-
ciety,' in which gods or at least superhuman beings were 
impersonated by humans."37 Mordechai Gilula demon-
strated conclusively the use of Coffin Texts by the living.38

In the Coffin Texts we also encounter the gatekeeper. 
Though Babi generally has moved on to other occupations,39 
he is still connected with the gatekeepers.40 Of the several 
passages in the Coffin Texts dealing with passing the gates,41 
we will concentrate here on only one selection of texts that 
are grouped together.42 The texts list the keepers of the gate 
from the outer gate to the fourth gate.43 Rituals are per-
formed on a specified day to cause the gatekeepers to cower 
and let the individual through.44 After passage, the indi-
vidual breaks into a joyful acclamation because he or she can 
join the sun in the solar bark in opening up the darkness.45 
Another grouping of texts concerning the three "gates of 
darkness" follows these texts in some coffins 46 Here again 
each keeper of the gate is named, but in this case passage is 
granted because the individual is in the presence of the sun 
god whom the individual praises with anthems. At the end 



we find out that these texts belong to the divine shrine.47 
Thus the gatekeeper sections of the Coffin Texts seem also to 
belong to the initiation portions of the Coffin Texts.

The Book of the Dead

The successor to the Coffin Texts is known as the Book 
of the Dead (hereafter BD).48 Some of the chapters contain 
elements taken from the Litany of the Sun and the Book 
of Caverns as well as the Coffin Texts and the Pyramid 
Texts.49 Among the Coffin Texts taken over into the Book of 
the Dead were many of the gatekeeper spells.50 Here we 
will examine two groups of spells, BD 125 and BD 144-47.

BD 125—perhaps the most famous chapter of the Book 
of the Dead, known both as the "Negative Confession" and 
the "Judgment of the Dead"—can be outlined as follows: 
(1) The chapter is said to be used when one reaches the 
"hall of the Two Truths."51 (2) The individual announces 
himself, acknowledging his situation and detailing his pu-
rity on this august occasion 52 (3) The individual addresses 
the forty-two divine judges and reviews his obedience to a 
different commandment with each of the judges.53 (4) The 
individual offers a prayer summarizing his passing the test 
and requesting to be rescued from Babi.54 (5) The indi-
vidual answers questions about his ritual preparations.55 
(6) The individual confronts various gatekeepers in the 
form of parts of the door and to pass them must mention 
each by name.56 (7) Ritual instructions for the use of the 
document are given.57

BD 144-47 involve the passage of either seven, four-
teen, eighteen, or twenty-one gates; in tombs they are often 
written around the tomb's false door.58 In BD 144 there is 
a list of the seven keepers of the seven gates whose names 
are identical to those from the Coffin Texts examined, 



though the order is different; other recited material is simi-
lar but has also been adapted. At the end of the chapter, a 
list of instructions specifies the offerings to be made at each 
of the gates and even the time of day of performing the 
text, as well as an admonition to secrecy.59 This text is 
placed adjacent to the false door in the tomb of Senen-
mut.60 BD 145, also found next to the false door in the tomb 
of Senenmut,61 developed over the years, becoming more 
explicit with time. Whereas in the Eighteenth Dynasty only 
the words of address to the various gatekeepers were in-
cluded, by the Nineteenth Dynasty the interrogation at 
each gate was also included, particularly a specification 
that the individual must identify the oil with which he or 
she has been anointed, the type of garment he or she wears, 
and the type of staff or scepter in the hand. The number of 
gates increased from fourteen in the Eighteenth Dynasty to 
eighteen in the Nineteenth Dynasty to twenty-one in the 
Twenty-first Dynasty. By the Twenty-first Dynasty, an epi-
logue detailing the individual's cultic activities is also ap-
pended.62 BD 146 gives the names of the keepers of the 
twenty-one gates followed by a long declaration of the in-
dividual's qualifications in connection with the gates just 
passed through; at the end the individual declares his initia-
tion into the mysteries on the day of the festival63 This text 
is found not only leading to the false door in the tomb of 
Senenmut,64 but astride the northern doorway of the hall 
of the Osireion at Abydos.65 In BD 147, the gates number 
only seven, but each has a keeper of the gate (iry G), a 
guardian (sjw), and an announcer (smyw), all depicted in 
the accompanying vignettes.66 Many of the names of the 
gatekeepers are the same as those of BD 144 and the Coffin 
Texts. The words the individual is to say at each gate are 
also entailed. Some manuscripts add that the purpose of 



the chapter is to allow the individual to enter the presence 
of the god and be among the blessed. A recent exposition 
summarizes these passages:

The gate is a most pregnant symbol of transition. In the 
145th and 146th chapters of the Book of the Dead, this 
idea finds itself systematically elaborated into a sequence 
of 21 gates which the deceased must pass in order to 
reach the "one, whom they conceal," the "weary one," i.e. 
Osiris. The gates are guarded by demons or better, as of 
late more correctly differentiated, by apotropaic gods. 
Their iconography, characterized by animal masks and 
knives, identifies them as dangerous and terrifying be-
ings. The deceased wards off their threat by calling them 
by name, but also by knowing the names of the gates; he 
secures unhindered passage by showing proof of his pu-
rity. He knows the mythical significance of the water, in 
which he has bathed, and wears the appropriate cloth-
ing. The nature of the doorkeepers (and of the "apo-
tropaic gods" in general) is ambiguous: the terror they 
embody is meant to ward off evil, the conceptual mani-
festations of which are ignorance, impurity and violence. 
The gates and their keepers build a 21-, 14-(15) or 7-fold 
(the number as such not being all that important) protec-
tive enclosure around the "weary one," namely the dead 
Osiris, who lives on as a deceased god within the con-
cealment of these walls. The wish of the deceased human 
being is to identify his fate with that of Osiris. Only 
within the innermost enclosure of this most secluded and 
therefore holiest of all cosmic spheres will he also live as 
Osiris. The terrifying creatures at the gates will then be 
his own guards, protecting him from all evil.67

The inaccuracy of calling this work the "Book of the 
Dead" is increasingly recognized. The Egyptians called it the 
rjw nw prt m hrw, "the chapters of prt (going forth, ascend-
ing) by day."68 While many call BD 125 the "Judgment of 



the Dead,"69 insisting that the entire Book of the Dead "re-
flects ritual acts performed during and after the burial,"70 
evidence from the text itself argues against this interpreta-
tion, for in this chapter, unlike any other in the Book of the 
Dead save one,71 a specific date is mentioned—the last day 
of the second month of Peret (probably mid-January).72 
Since Egyptian mummification takes place within seventy 
days following death73 (in which case the burial dates 
would be spread throughout the year), the ritual described 
in Book of the Dead 125 cannot be a funerary rite. The last 
day of the second month of Peret, however, does have 
temple significance: It is the day of groundbreaking for new 
temples,74 the day on which priestly associations (snt)75 end 
their year,76 and the day before the festival of entering the 
holy of holies.77 "Siegfried Morenz expressed the view that 
a central aspect of Ancient Egyptian burial ceremonies lay 
in a sort of priestly initiation to the realm of the dead. 
Twenty years later, his former student R. Grieshammer was 
able to substantiate this general hypothesis by capitalizing 
on one crucial element, the 'Negative Confession' in 'The 
Judgement of the Dead,' thereby elevating it to the realm of 
fact. . . . Grieshammer's conclusions, however, lead to the 
inversely formulated premise that the initiation rites, and 
not vice versa, furnished the prototypes of Egyptian funer-
ary religion: a view which has so far been treated with 
great reserve."78 This was demonstrated convincingly by a 
later papyrus from Egypt, in Greek, which shows that BD 
125 is part of the induction ritual of the priests.79 The initia-
tion texts from the Coffin Texts were only intensified in the 
Book of the Dead.80 Thus "before entering the hall of judge-
ment ..., the deceased must again be able to transpose the 
individual parts of the gate onto a specific mythical plane; 
similarly, in the so-called spells for the 'deification of the 
limbs,' his body is sacramentally interpreted by equating 



each part of his body with a deity.... It thus seems justified 
to consider whether a dramatic initiatory interrogation, 
rather than the mere philological need for commentary, 
underlies these spells."81 So the questions in BD 125 "refer 
to a mystical knowledge, and more precisely yet to knowl-
edge from the Osiris mysteries."82

The 125th chapter of the Book of the Dead is not the 
only chapter that has the connection with initiation:

The knowledge and the passage of the gates (Book of the 
Dead 144-147) undoubtedly display features recalling 
initiation rituals. . . . Initiation ideas do not represent an 
autonomous field in Egyptian religion; on the contrary, 
there are clear correlations between them and the temple 
rituals. This emerges in the clearest form in the case of 
the admittance liturgies which were recited by the 
priests at the beginning of their daily service or upon en-
tering the temple 83

Jan Assmann describes BD 144-47 in the following way:
This sequence of seven gates also seems to have been an 
important principle in temple architecture, especially in 
the Late Period. . . . The underworld is imagined as a 
temple, in the innermost and holiest part of which Osiris 
sits enthroned. The path of the deceased to Osiris corre-
sponds to the path of the priest on his way to the inner-
most sanctuary of the god. The path of the priest is fur-
thermore sacramentally explained as an ascent to the 
heavens. He "opens the door-wings of the sky in 
Karnak" and "sees the mysteries of the horizon." . . . 
Egyptian "funerary mythology" in no way represents an 
autonomous field of religious speculation, but is actually 
deeply interwoven with the ideas and concepts of the 
earthly cult of the gods 84

The Book of the Dead had a long life. Manuscripts sur-
vive from the Eighteenth Dynasty (1550-1307 b .c .)85 to the



Roman period (a .d . 63).86 Sections of BD 125 were incorpo-
rated into the Books of Breathings dating to the centuries 
surrounding the turn of the era,87 and, as previously men-
tioned, the Book of the Dead was still used in priestly initia-
tions in the second century a .d  88

The Anastasi Priestly Archive

With the conquest of Alexander the Great, Egypt came 
under Hellenic hegemony. Though the Ptolemies allowed 
demotic to be used in Egyptian courts, they preferred Greek 
to be used in business documents and royal decrees89 and 
undertook the translation of documents into Greek.90 The 
Romans, apparently during the reign of Tiberius, prohibi-
ted the Egyptians from using their language for any legal 
document, thus putting demotic on the decline.91 The 
Egyptians, who never had any aversion to adopting for-
eign cults and deities,92 adopted the Greek ones as well and 
syncretized them into their pantheon.93 The Greeks also 
adopted Egyptian gods,94 for "religion was the one sphere 
of life in which the Greeks, and especially the Greek-
speaking rulers, hesitated to dismiss the local tradition."95 
The mixture that resulted produced Greek, hieratic, and 
demotic texts dealing with religious themes.96 When these 
multilingual texts were first discovered in the early nine-
teenth century, scholars thought they were bilingual trans-
lations and that the Greek would be helpful in deciphering 
Egyptian 97 To some extent they were, but the elation soon 
turned to revulsion when it was discovered that the first 
three columns were "devoted to magic ceremonies" [sont 
consacrees a des ceremonies magiques]; in fact, the whole 
papyrus "consisted of formulas for superstitious practices 
and theurgy that almost all the gnostics and philosophers 
of the first centuries of our era tried to imitate" [consiste



entierement en formules pour les pratiques superstitieuses, 
pour la theurgie, que presque toutes les sectes gnostiques 
et philosophiques des premiers siecles de notre ere prati- 
quaient a l'envi].98 After that the scholars "only caught 
wind of the 'gnostic cheese' in the Christian era magical 
documents" [in alien magischen Dokumenten der nach- 
christlichen Zeit nur den 'fromage gnostique' rochen].99 
After acquiring the label magic, they remained for years a 
curious oddity, interesting only those scholars dealing in 
ancient sorceries.100 They were collected by the papyrolo- 
gist Karl Preisendanz101 under the title Papyri Graecae Magi- 
cae "Greek Magical Papyri," although the documents are 
neither Greek102 nor magical,103 and not even necessarily 
papyri. Nonetheless, they have recently begun to receive 
significant attention.104 Though the manuscripts them-
selves are generally dated paleographically to the late 
third and early fourth centuries a .d .,105 some of the texts 
were in use by the late second century.106

The Anastasi priestly archive contains texts on many 
topics ranging from memory spells107 to instructions for 
constructing seal rings,108 to calling down divine messen-
gers and revelations,109 to initiations,110 to prayers to the 
sun god,111 all of which appear in the hekhalot texts. In the 
Egyptian documents in the Anastasi priestly archive, the 
gatekeepers appear within the initiation texts. We will look 
briefly at two: the wrongly labeled "Mithras Liturgy" and 
the so-called "Eighth Book of Moses,"112 both of which are 
now viewed as reflecting Egyptian culture.113

The so-called Mithras Liturgy contains written records 
of the proceedings of the "mysteries ... which the great god 
Helios Mithras commanded me by his archangel to pass 
down so that I alone, a supplicant, may enter heaven and 
view everything."114 Later the initiate addresses deity by 



giving twenty-one epithets and names followed by the com-
mand, "Open to me!" accompanied by nomina barbara115 
and entreaties.116 "Say all these things completing the first 
with fire and spirit; then begin the second likewise until 
thou hast completed the seven immortal gods of the 
world."117 Later in the ritual, "thou shalt see the doors 
opening and seven virgins in white linen wearing serpent 
masks coming out of the depths. They are called the fates 
of heaven and grasp golden wands. When thou seest these 
things, greet them thus: 'Hail, O seven fates of heaven, 
revered and good virgins, holy and communal of Min who 
is in the temple,118 most holy guardians of the four pil-
lars.'"119 Each is then greeted by name.120 Then "another 
seven gods wearing black bull masks and girt about with 
linen come forth grasping seven golden diadems."121 They 
are the "possessors of the pole star (polokratores)," a distinc-
tively Egyptian touch.122 These seven "guardians of the 
pivot (knodakophylakes)" must also be named in order for 
the initiate to see the god.123 Instructions for the specific 
time (the new moon in Leo) and other purifications are also 
provided.124

In the "Eighth Book of Moses," the initiate, after per-
forming the rite, is required by the instructions to say "the 
account of the hour-gods which is in the key and which 
compels them and those appointed over the weeks, and 
thou [i.e., the initiate] shalt be initiated into them. Then for 
the general calling down (systasei), have a natron square 
in which thou hast written the great name of the seven 
vowels."125 The initiation was intended to be kept secret: 
"I order thee, child, and the uses of the holy book which all 
the sophists initiate from this holy and blessed book, as I ad-
jured thee, child, in the temple which is in Jerusalem, after 
being filled with the wisdom of God, to make the book un- 



findable."126 Again both the time (the last day of the month 
in Aries) and the specific purifications are detailed.127

Egyptian Christian Texts

By the fourth century, the Egyptians had adopted some 
Christian beliefs and practices,128 though it is not entirely 
clear if many of the Egyptians who became Christians ever 
entirely gave up their Egyptian practices.129

In the Apocalypse of Paul from the Nag Hammadi library, 
Paul is taken on a trip through the heavens. The first three 
heavens are skipped over (probably because of a reading of 
2 Corinthians 12). In the fourth heaven, Paul witnesses the 
judgment of a soul by the gatekeeper of the fourth heaven. 
Paul then proceeds through the gate to the fifth heaven 
where one angel had an iron rod and three others carried 
whips to punish evildoers. Paul proceeds through these 
gates following his paralemptor. In the sixth heaven a light 
and voice from above instruct the gatekeeper to let Paul and 
his paralemptor through. In the seventh heaven, Paul sees a 
man seated upon a throne who proceeds to question him. 
Paul passes to the eighth heaven by means of a sign that he 
carries. There he ascends with his fellow apostles through 
the ninth unto the tenth heaven.130

The fragmentary First Book of Jeu131—a compilation 
where "similar or related 'documents' are either grouped 
together or placed one following another in sequence"132 
—is relevant here. The account concerns the great and hid-
den mysteries: The resurrected Jesus appears to his apos-
tles and gives them instructions in the mysteries that will 
let them know the will of God. After a break in the text, 
Jesus instructs the apostles that they will have access to the 
true God by going through several treasuries (thesauros) de-
fended by three guards (phylax) accompanied by twelve 



spears (proboloue)133 at the gates (pyle), all of which have 
names. After an overview of twenty-eight of these store-
houses, the text breaks off. It resumes in the midst of an ec-
static hymn praising God for his creation of at least thirteen 
aeons and gives the name of each; after thirteen aeons the 
text breaks off again. When it resumes, Jesus is leading his 
apostles through the fifty-fourth of sixty storehouses, ex-
plaining how to gain access. The following is an example 
of the procedure:

Hearken now to the layout of this treasury to which you 
come. Seal yourselves with this seal (sphragis)^ which 
is [a picture is drawn here]. This is its name: Zoxaezoz. 
Say it only once while this number (or stone, psephos) is 
in your hand: 600515; and say this name three times: 
ooieezazamaza and the guards and the orders and the veils 
will always withdraw themselves until you enter the 
place of their father and he will give you the mystery un-
til you enter the mystery. This is the layout of this treas-
ury and all of those who pertain to it.135

After this grand tour, Jesus, at the entreaty of his disci-
ples, gives them one seal, number, and procedure that will 
unlock all the gates to all the treasuries. Inside the seventh 
innermost treasury Jesus forms a circle with his disciples 
and, standing in the middle, sings a hymn of praise to God 
with the disciples antiphonally chanting "amen, amen, 
amen." There the book ends.

Many of these things were already found in early 
Christianity. Jesus had promised to give his apostles secret 
keys to get past the gates of Hades.136 Early Christians also 
looked forward to receiving a stone (psephos) with a secret 
name engraven on it, allowing them to rule over many na-
tions and even sit on the throne of God.137 They also had a 
long tradition of secrecy,138 including secret ceremonies139 



with antiphonal chanting,140 as well as a secret knowledge 
of "the celestial things, the arrangement of the angels, and 
the calling down (systaseis)141 of the archangels (archontes), 
both seen and unseen."142 But among the "unorthodox" 
Egyptian Christian documents it is difficult to separate the 
Egyptian elements from the Christian.

The Hekhalot Literature

At the time of the exile, some groups of Jews moved to 
Egypt to avoid Babylonian domination.143 By the Persian 
period, a large Jewish colony flourished at Elephantine144 
to the extent that they even founded a Jewish temple 
there.145 Jews also served as mercenaries in the garrisons at 
Migdol, Taphanes, Memphis, and Hermopolis with other 
Aramaic-speaking Semites.146 The myriad of prisoners 
brought in by Ptolemy I Soter reinforced their presence.147 
Inscriptional remains attest Aramaic-speaking people in 
Egypt having adopted some of the Egyptian religious prac-
tices,148 including being initiated into the Osirian myster-
ies.149 Whether others borrowed from the Jews or the Jews 
borrowed from the Egyptians, Aramaic speakers were soon 
mixing the two religions.150 Not all Jews adopted pagan 
practices; enough Jews resisted this syncretism that they 
became hated.151

Despite religious or ethnic tensions, the Egyptians them-
selves borrowed from Jewish religion. Thus the syncretistic 
Greco-Egyptian texts of the fourth century a .d . import sev-
eral biblical figures, including Isaac152 and Solomon.153 The 
name Eve was used whenever the female ancestor was un-
known.154 They also contain copies of an entire prayer at-
tributed to Jacob155 and more than one book attributed to 
Moses.156 One of the few names to appear on both demotic 



and Greek papyri of this sort is Abraham.157 But the most 
common divine name in the papyri is Iao, the Greek ver-
sion of the tetragrammaton.158 "The influence worked both 
ways. Hebrew elements, taken over at some early time by 
the Greek syncretists, returned in their new Hellenized 
forms into the circles of Aramaic speaking Jewish esoteri- 
cists."159 Other scholars view the matter slightly differently: 
"Just as a number of gnostic elements found their way into 
Merkavah mysticism so did also certain Merkavah elements 
find their way into gnosticism."160 (As we have seen above, 
Scholem's magicians and Gruenwald's gnostics are not iso-
lated from each other.)

The degree of receptivity which some Jewish circles 
showed to ideas originating from pagan sources is still 
one of the most bewildering problems which the student 
of the Judaism of the Talmudic period faces. It will in no 
way ease the problem if we assume that some Jewish 
circles timidly and carelessly collected whatever they 
found in the international market of religions. But it 
seems equally true to maintain that once foreign ideas 
had found their way into Judaism they were not—or 
even could not be—easily swept under the carpet. ... In 
most cases, however, the impression one gets is that 
those people were attracted by complex pictures even 
when these pictures were composed of the most hetero-
geneous elements. The artificial combination of various 
and sometimes even conflicting religious elements was 
the fashion of the day, and if this was believed to enrich 
one's religious experience, the question of the cost was 
not raised.161

It may be significant that the earliest manuscripts of the 
hekhalot literature come from Egypt.162 "It is probably 
through the influence of these magical performances that 
we find in some hekhalot texts the idea that certain prac-



tices are useful only for bringing about certain experiences 
at specific dates."163 Prayers to the sun with strings of epi-
thets, some of which are clearly Egyptian, also clearly de-
rive from this common milieu.164 Others have enumerated 
additional examples of materials that reflect the Egyptian 
background of the PGM borrowed into the hekhalot litera-
ture;165 our interest lies in the gatekeeper passages of the 
hekhalot literature.

The seventeenth chapter of the Hekhalot Rabbati1(^ (which 
appears in the manuscripts for the most part as a single 
unit),167 like much of the hekhalot literature itself,168 was 
concerned with heavenly ascensions. During the heavenly 
ascension the mystic had to pass by various gates and their 
keepers. Perhaps the most conspicuous feature of the text is 
the use of the seals to get past the keepers of the heavenly 
gates. The seals have special names attached to them, the 
one for the guard on the right side being compounded with 
the divine name, while the one for the guard on the left side 
is compounded with the Sar ha-Panim. It is tempting to specu-
late that the common element in two of these, TWTRWSY'Y- 
YWY and TWTRBY'L-YWY, might stand for the Egyptian God 
Thoth (Dhwty-rsy=i "Thoth is my guard"169 and Dhwty RBY 'L 
"Thoth my master is god").170 Though incantations might 
accompany the seals, they are nowhere described.171 The 
parallels from Coptic texts mentioned above prove nothing 
as it may be that the Jewish sources influence the Christian. 
Since it is specifically the use of the seals that connects the 
hekhalot literature to magic,172 we have the ironic situation 
that whereas in the Bible what was classified as magic was 
that practiced by outsiders,173 what is labeled as magic here 
may be originally a Jewish feature.
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Temporary Conclusions

The summary of the phenomena associated with the 
gatekeeper appears in table 1, from which it can be seen that 
the Hekhalot Rabbati passage belongs to the same sort of com-
plex as the passages in Egyptian and Christian tradition. 
This is not the same thing as a history of the tradition. "It is 
almost impossible to write a history of ideas, traditions, and 
motifs, which in any case cannot consist of isolated quota-
tions loosely linked" [Eine Geschichte von Ideen, von Tradi- 
tionen, von Motiven zu schreiben, wird nahezu unmoglich 
und kann jedenfalls nicht darin bestehen, isolierte Zitate her- 
auszupikken und aneinanderzureihen].174 Yet that is all that 
has been done here; the preceding has merely run rough-
shod over several texts not normally associated, suggest-
ing a common tradition,175 though not proving it. Some 
historical background has been included to show that it is 
reasonable to suggest that the Egyptian traditions might 
have influenced both Jewish and Christian traditions,176 
though the differences are well worth noting; we are sug-
gesting adaptation, not plagiarism. The presence of the 
gatekeepers, stronger in some texts than in others, indicates 
a temple initiation in the Egyptian texts and therefore sug-
gests an initiation in the Jewish and Christian texts. This is 
all suggestion and not proof. It can "only be provisional, 
since a comparison of motifs presupposes in the last resort 
a comparison of systems."177 To say that the system repre-
sented in the texts was some form of "magic" seems dubi-
ous and problematic. At this point we might finally be able 
to ask whether the Sitz im Leben of certain passages in the 
hekhalot literature might be connected in some way with 
some Jewish initiation. Such questions I leave to the experts 
in hekhalot literature who can subject this complex to the 
requisite inner analysis.178
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